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REFERENTIAL SUFFIXES IN BELLA COOLA 

Ross Saunders Philip W.Davis 
and 

Simon Fraser University Rice University 

0.0 Introduction 

In Bella Coola, as in the other Salish languages, there is a set of 

suffixes, variously called etyMologica11, nomina12, fieldJ, or lexical 

4 
suffixes. Members of this set - regardless of the name chosen for it -

characteristically do not express the usual grammatical categories, e.g. 

aspect, mode, etc., their function is 1II0re lexical or semantic, having to 

do with semantic properties of roots. In past papers (Davis ard Saunders 

1972, Davis and Saunders 1973 and Saunders and Davis 1973), we adopted 

the term 'lexical suffix' and used it to label a set of suffixes within 

which we reoognised a two-way division (Davis and Saun:lers 1973 &231-2). 

'We now pl"opose a more detailed division of this class into foUl' suffixal 

types.S 

Su.oh aubclassification is not new. Kuipers (1967) also divided an 

analogous' set of suffixes into five types. somatic, non-somatic, formative., 

lexioa1 suffixe. with specific referents and lexical suffixes with class 

referents, the latter two types ocourring only with nuJlera1s. Unlike most 

other divisions of the set of lexical suffixes based on semantio oriteria, 

Kuiper. pl"OV'ides a gra-.atica1 basis for at least some of his divisions. It 

is our purpose in this paper to present evidence, basically of a syntaotio 
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nature, which supports a foul"-way division of the set or 'lexical suffixes' 

of Bella Coola. 

0.1 Referential Suffixes 

Before we begin our discussion, there are some terminological ad-

justaents we should like to make. In Davis am. Saunders (1972) we intra-

duced our definition of a 'lexical suffix' as 

" ••• one which reflects the semantic content of lexical 
items. It Jll&2"ks not .yntactic properties, (say, of arbitrary 
nOlln cla •••• ) but copies a portion of the semantic content 
of SOlll8 term in con.truction with the form to which it is 
affixed." 

'lbe thrust of previOlls papers was to demonstrate that there il 

a specifiable relationship between 'lexical suffixes' aId lexical items 

6 
characterised as Mving fixed gender (i. e., nominals) and that the af-

fixation of 'lexical suffixes' to forms without fixed gender (i.e., verbs 

01' COIIIII8nts) occurs in the s,-ntactlc component of the gr&mll&r via a copy

ing rule which we called LEXICAL SUFFIX COPY. However, not all lexical 

items with fiDei gender have a corresponding lexical suffix and there 

appear. to be no semantic criterion 01' feature or these lexical ltell. 

which differentiates the. from those having an associated lexical suffix. 

For this reason, we propo.e an arbitrary syntactic feature z Referential 

that i. part ot the spellification of fixed gender l.xical ite.s. Isxical 

itea. Mrked [+ Reterential] have corresponding suffixes and participate 

in scae manner in the cop,J'ing rule, those IJ&rked [ - Referential] do not 
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have corresponding suffixes and do not partieipate in the copying rule. 

At this point we shall abandon the name 'lexical suffix' as the cover 

terl1\ tor suttixes which have a relationship to lexical items marked. 

[+ Reterential) in favour of the new term 'reterential suftix'. We shall 

retain the tel'l'll. 'lexical suftix' in two of the divisions ot reterential 

suftiDs. 

0.2 T,ypes of Referential Surtixes 

On the basis of the evidence to be presented in this paper, we pro

pose a tour-way division of [+ Referential] lexical items and their asso

ciated referential sutfixes. The first division consists of those lexical 

items which refer to body parts and their associated suffixes, called 

'anatomical lexical suffixes'; the second consists of a set ot non-anatom

ical referents and their associated suffixes called 'non-anatomical lexical 

suffixes', the third division consists of a set of lexical items whose 

associated suftixes we c4l11::lassifiers' and finally, the tourth division 

whioh consists of lexioal items whose associated referential suftixes are 
those of the olass of anatomioal lexical suffixes used metonymically'. We 

shall torego defining the sutfixal types until the conclusion of the 

paper. With the exception of the anatomical lexical suftixes ani their 

metonymic extensions whioh have been treated extensively in Saunders and 

Davis (1973), the suffixes of each type are listed under the appropriate 

heading in the Appendix. 
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this fou:r-wIlY distinction is predicated upon differential syntactic 

behavior, of [+Referential] lexical iteMS in Bella Cool •• The typological 

divisions or referential suffixes in terms of the names which we have 

appended to th .. han no place in the grammar per se and it is to the 

rererents or the various suffixal types that ve must look to-account 

for the basis of this differential syntactic behavior. For the purpose 

of this paper ~ ... adopt along with Chomsky et al the view that lexical 

entries consist of a phonological shape and a set of associated s,yntactic 

and semantic features. It is the arbitrary syntactic feature [+ Referential] 

which characterizes the reterents of ill referential suffixes. But, 

within the class of [+ Referential] lexical items we will argue that 

the four varieties of s,yntactic behavior (and hence the four-way dis

tinction between lexical items and their respective referential suffixes) 

are not arbitrary but follow from semantic properties of the lexical items 

themselve s. 

1.0 Copying 

[+ Referential] lexical items are subject to the optional application 

of LEXICAL SUFFIX COPY. As originally conceived this rule had two parts. 

First it produced a replica ( in the form of .. referential suffix) of a 

lexical item that occupied the Agent, Patient, or Adjunct consituent of 

a sentence? Secondly, it deleted the copied lexical item. For the purposes 

of this paper, we have decided to split lEXICAL SUFFIX COpy into its parts. 

'lbe first part we shall still refer to as I.F.XlCAL SUFFIX COpy I the second 

we shall call RRFRRRNT DElETION. 
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1.1 lEXICAL SUFFIX COpy 

Consider the following. 

i !le'w ti SUD tx 'The hand is big.' AnatOMical 
i' !le,wak lexical suffix 

ii !le'w ti kulik tx 'The top surface is big.' Non-anatomical 
ii' !le,wik lexical suffix 

iii !le'w ti pakayala tx 'The box is big. ' Classifier 
iii' ik,wai 

iv !le ,W ti cupaksta tx 'The glove is big.' Metonym 
iv' !le,wak 

v ik'w ti stn tx 'The tree is big. t Derivational 
y *!le,wip suffix 

vi !le ,W ti ). 'IllSta tx 'The person is big.' Derivational 
vi' *ik'wmx suffix. 

In the above forms, the COIIJlent !le'w 'big' is predicated of a number of 

different Agents. Itells i/i'-iv/iv' are parGphrases. The first of each pair, 

a quasi-analytic surface representation of the underlying structure, is de

rived without lEXICAL SUFFIX COPY, the second is the surface representation 

arter application of the copying rule. Items v /"1' and vi/vi t illustrate 

that although the lexical itells ~ 'tree' and A'msta 'person' have 

associated suffixes, the.e suffixes are not referential suffixes in that 

their use in LEXICAL SUFFIX COpy yields ungrammatical sentences. 
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'big' 

s 

Topic 
I, 

Agent 

A. 
1/1' tl SUD tx 
11/11' tl kuiik tx 
111/111' t1 pakqala tx 
lv/lv' ti cupalcata tx 
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'hand' 
'top' 
'box' 
'glent' 

1'0 c1er1.. tbe nrst ot .. h pair- the quasl-analJt1c surtace rep-... ntatlon

on~ .. N1e is applied. 1'bat rule, AoBNT AGRImMSNT, copies the intONation 

ot person &lid IlUlber troa the Alent onto the Ca.ent. Here the intONatlon 

ls th1:rd :s-rsoll s1nplar, repres.nted by the Subject pronoa1na1 autt1x :l . 
To derlve the eMoDd HIIber ot each pair, IBIlCAL SUFFIX COPY t1rst appU.s 

prodacing the appropriate replica ot the lexical lta uDder Alent to the 

r1sht ot C ... t. StlbMqU •• t17, DFJItBRT DEIBTION applies deletlng the 

copied laical 1t. and then AGINT AGRBRMBNT, which , in the absence ot 

..", 1ax1c&litea uDder Agent produces a th1l"d person stnp ar pl'oMlllna1 

attlx to the r1cht ot the repllca. 

1.2 Cop.J1ng and p' .... t1cal categories 

lBIICAL SOFFIX con 1. not restricted in it. app11cabll1V to struotures 

with lex10al ltems under Apnt. In Bella Coola, the rule a180 app11es when 

. 
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lexical items occur under Patient and Adjunct. Consider • 

... iii lema ti suxac tx 
'My hand hurts. ' Agent copy kiaa-ak-c 

ix· cp-ic ti SUD-S tx 'I wipe his hand.' Patient copy cpo-ak-io 

x cp-ic ?ai ti suxa-c tx 'I wipe it with Adjunct copy cp-ak-ill-ic 
my hand.' 

All lexical itellls marked C + Referential] undergo Agent and Patient copying. 

However, only lexical i telllS which refer to body par,ts und.ergo Adjllnct copy-

ing. Consider I 

xi cp-ic 'Iai ti suk' ta tx 
*cp-ani-m-ic 

'I wipe it with a cloth.' 

xii cpo-ic 'Ial ti cupaksta tx 'I wipe it with a glove.' 
*Cp-.k-m-ic .. ,';' 

where the application of LFJCICAL SUFFIX COpy to non-anatomical lexical 

itellls under Adjunct yields ungrammatical sentences. 

Adjunct copying is restricted to anatomical lexioal items and their 

associated anatomical lexical suffixes. 

2.0 Referents 

There are three phenomena associated with referents which se"e to 

differentiate the suffixal types. They are the relationship between a 

suffix and its referent, the derivation of' referents, and s- nominalisation. 
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2.1 SUffixaReferent relationships 

Two. types of relationships exist between referential suffixes and 

their reterents. The first is a one-to-one relationship which characterises 

the suftixes we now call lexical sutfixes. For example. the anatomical 

lexical suffix -~ reflects the entire semantic content of the lexical 

item sk'stlic 'skin.' The non-anatomical lexical suffix -ik reflects the 

entire se_ntic content ot kuID 'top surface'. In the second type of re

lationship, a single suffix reflects a portion of the semantic content of 

a number of lexical items. For example, the classifier -.!i • container , 

renects only this salient feature common to s pakaya1a 'box', plkiva 

'kerted box', kwanii 'spoon', ?am'am&tUc 'dish', ~ 'basket', 9 'ay 

• cedar-bark basket', mntxWucta 'dipper', saA' a 'c anoe ., and 't!!i9n 

'pail', among others. 

We consider the classifiers, characterized by the one-to-JIl8l'JY re

lationship between suffix and referent, to be copying only a portion of. 

the semantic content of lexical items. On the other hand, we consider 

the one-to-one relationship exhibited by both types of lexical suffixes 

to indicate that they copy the complete semantic content of their reterents. 

'!be remaining group ot suffixes, the metonymic extensions of lexical 

suftixes (henceforth called 'metonyDls') exhibit the one-to-many relationship 

between suffix and referent characteristic of classifiers. Thus, for example, 

the meton,ym -!k, etymologically derived from the anatomical lexical suffix 

-!!, 'hand' copies the salient feature of some connection or association 



al~s have that reterent tormed with either ~ or l!! or both plus 

the suftix. Complex anatomical lexical suttixes likewise have reterents 

toraed with these roots, while simple anatOlllical lexical suttixes lIl&y 

have reterents formed without them. '!be referents ot classitiers arid 

lIletonyms are never tormed with ls!!! or .!!!.. 

2.3 Naminalization with Is-I. 

the referents ot anatomical lexical sutfixes which consist of the 
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root !9!! plus the suffix always occur with th~· nominalising prefix Is-I. 

This appears to signal the difterence between hOilophonous anatomical and 

non-anatomical lexical suttixes as the referents ot the latter never occur 

with the pretix. Compare the pairs. kuiuiik 'back' (ot chairlsofa)askuiuiik 

upper back/thoracic region posterior aspect' and kui&nk 'side'Cot object). 

skuilnk 't1ank'I'side' (ot an1ma1/human). 

3.0 Rules 

In addition to the ditferential behavior of suffix types noted in 

section 1~2, .there are three s,yntactic phenomena which also exhibit differences 

among the suttixes. The first concerns the applicability ot REFERENT DRLETION, 

the second and third concern details of a rule called AGENT-PATIENT AGRERHENT. 

Under specific circullstances, all suffix types mq have their reterent 

deleted atter appl1~ tion ot LEXICAL SUFFIX COPY. '!be rule which acoomplishes 
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with the hand of lexical items such as gloves, sleeves, various tools 

and implements as well as activities of a manual nature. 

2.2 Reterent shape 

The referents of classifiers and metol1yms sometimes include the 

suffix as in I yalgui 'ball', II1UgwmugWUi 'gold t t and stpiii 'mole' Here 

the classifier -ui 'round object' forms part of the referent. But, in 

such sentences as I ksUiam .y:. t' Xta g 'to weigh anchor' f the classifier 

-ui is not part of the referent, here t'Xta 'stone/anchor'. Likewise, 

the classifier -!l 'container' is not part of many of its referents, 

as in I pakaxala 'box: lewanii 'spoon'.. ?am' ama tUc 'dish', and.2.:l! 'basket.' 

'!'he referents ot lexical suffixes, however, generally contain the 

. suftix. All non-anatomical lexical suffixes and most anatomical lexical 

suffixes have associated referents which consist of one or both ot the 

roots 1m! 'object' and '?!!. 'located at' plus the suffix as in. -!!l!!!' 

kuiulmx 'floor'/,ground', -l!wskuiIXw,?as!xw 'head', and -~skuilXsl 

?aslIs 'point'~ Some of the most common anatomical lexical suffixes have 

reterents which contain the suffix, but are not derived with ~ or l!!a 

-!!!,I!!l:!!.! 'face', -l!!.1 maXsa 'nose', and -Ii'I t 'nXw. A few anatomical 

lexical suffixes bave referents without the suffix. -!kl .!B!!. 'hand/ arm 

to elbow' and -!ll?!!!, 'foot' /'leg'. 

In summary t classifier and metonymic suffixes may have the suffix 

as part of their referents, lexical suffixes usually have the suffix 

embedded In their reterents. ancal suffixes of a non-anatomical referent 
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this is called REFERENT DELETION. Consider the followings 

xiii cpo-ic ti suxa t.x 

xiv· cp-ak-ic 'I am going to wipe the hand.' 

xv *cp-ak-ic ti suxa tx 

where (xiii) is the surface representation of the sentence without 

application of LEXICAL SUFFn COPY; (xiv) the surface form with application 

of LEXICAL SUFFIX COpy and REFmENT DELETION; and (xv) demonstrates that 

for lexical suffixes the application of LEXICAL SUFFIX COpy without sub-

sequent application of REFERENT DELRTION yields an ungrammatical surface 

representation of the sentence. In our opinion, this mandatory deletion 

of the copied referent constitutes additional evidence for our contention 

that lexical suffixes copy the entire semantic content of their referents. 

Classifiers behave somewhat differently. Consider, 

xvi . cp-ic ti yalqu~ tx 

xvii cp-u~-ic ti yalqu~ tx 

xviii cp-u~-ic 

'I am going to wipe the ball.' 

'I am goin~ to wipe the ball/apple/ 
orange/stone', etc. 

where (xvi) i8 the surface representation without I..F.XICAL SUFFIX COpy. 

This torm is believed to be only marginally grammatical. Informants 

appear to be uncomfortable with it, preferring the more usual (xvii) 

which is the form after application of LEXICAL SUFFIX COPY. The form 

(xviii) is grammatical only under certain circumstances, namely in an 

anaphoric context where the specific referent has previously been made 

explicit in the discourse. As new information only (xvi) and (xvii) are 

gr&llllll&tical. 
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The metonyms behave in this regard exactly as do the classifiers. 

In summar,y, the lexical suffixes -anatomical and non-anatomical-

are characterized by the mandatory application of RF.FERRNT DELTION after 

LEXICAL SUFFIX COpy has applied. The classifiers and metonyms are charact

erized by the optional application of REFERF.NT DF.LF.TION after copying, but 

only in anaphoric situations. 

3.2 Ganetive copying 

The so-called Subject-Object pronominal suffixes of Bella Coola 

copy onto the Comment of the matrix sentence the information of person 

and number of the Agent and Patient constituents via a rule lab.elled 

AGENT-PATIENT AGREEMENT. Thus, given the underlying form I 

s 

Comment 

Agent 

~ 
k'x ti ?imlk tx ci xnas cx 

'see' PROX 'man' ART PROX 'woman' ART 

the application of AGENT-PATIENT AGREEMENT yields: 

xx k'x-is ti 11mlk tx ci xnas cx 'The man sees the woman.' 

If in the underlying representation the Agent or Patient or both are 

manifested by a pronoun, it is deleted yielding sentences such as I 

xxi k 'x-is • He sees her.' 
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When IBnCAL SUFFIX COPY applies to a sentence with an underlying 

representation analogOlls to (xxii). the patient, or object, component of 

of the SUbject-Object suffix copies not the information of person and num

ber of th8 underlying object, but of its possessor. Thus 

xxii S 

C~nt 

Agent Patient 

I ~ 
cp inc ti suxa-nu. tx 

'wipe' 'I' PROX 'hand '. 'you' ART 

with the application of lEXICAL SUFFIX COPY becomes. 

xxiii S 

Comment Topic 

A Agent Patient 

I ~ 
cp-ak inc ti suxa-nu. tx 

'wipe • - • hand' 'I' • •• • hand '- 'you' ••• 

and application of REFERENT DELETION yields. 
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s 

Comment Topic 

A Patient 

I 
Agent 

I 
cp-ak ?nc nu 

'wipe • - 'hand ' 'I' 'you' 

and finally, AGENT-PATIENT AGREEMENT applies yieldingl 

xxv cp-ak-cinu 'I am going to wipe your hand.' 

It AGENT-PATIENT AGRlBMENT applies d1rectl,y to an underlying structure 

such as (JCd.i) , the result wou.ld bet. 

xxvi cp-ic ti suxa-nu tx 'I am going to wi,pe YOllr hand. ' 

where the patient (object) cOlllponent of the :tused pronominal suffix 

has copied the information of person and number of the head of the con

struction under Patient. 

This phenomenon of genitive cop,ying after application of LRXICAL 

SUFFIX COP!' and JtB.lI'BRENT DRLETION serves to differentiate anatomical 

lexical suffixes and metonylJls frOlll classifiers and non-anatomical lexical 

suffixes. For this latter group. the possessor of the referent object is 

never represented in the pronOJD.inal suffixes. In the case of cl •• sitiers, 

the specification of • possessor ot the reterent in the underlying repre

sentation of a sentenoe precludes the application of RBF.RRENT DELBTION 

even in an anaphoric siblation. Thus, 
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xxvii S 

Comment 

Agent Patient 

I ~ 
cp 'i'nc ti yalqui~nu tx 

'wipe' 'I' ••• 'ball'- • you , ••• 

after application of LEXICAL SUFFIX COpy is 

:x:xviii 

.~ 
cp-ui 

'wipe '-'round 
object' 

s 

Agent 

I 
1nc 

Patient 

~ 
ti yalqui-nu tx 

'I' ••• ·ball·-·you· ••• 

RBF.1IlBHT DELETION ( assuming anaphoric context) is blocked by the specification 

ot a possessor of the ball and AGF.NT-PATIENT AGREEMENT next applies yielding. 

xxix cp-ui-ic ti yalqui-nu tx 'I am. going to wipe your ball.' . 

('W'ipe'-'round obj. '-'It'·'I' PROX 'ball'-'your' ART) 

'!he torm *cP-ui-cinu could never be the surface representation ot (xxvii). 
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3.3 Third person plural Object 

In section 3.2, we said it was the fUnction of the fUsed Subject-Cbject 

pronominal suttixes to represent in the Comment the information ot person 

and nuaber ot the Agent and Patient constituents. '!he data below appear to 

indicate that tor lexioal ite.s which do not reter to animate beings or body 

parts, there is no third person plural component ot the Subject-Object suffixes. 

Instead, the third person singular object component serves tor reterents of 

both singular and plural l1WIbe r. See 

xxx: k'x-ic ti quiqui.ta tx 'I see the pencil.' 
( • see '-it!I PROI 'pencil' ART) 

xxxi k'x-ic ti A 'Ilsta tx 'I see the person.' 
('see'-heII PROI 'person' ART) 

xxxii k'x-ic wa quiqui.ta c 'I seethe pencils.' 
('see'-it!I PROX 'pencil' ART) 

xxxiii k'x-tic wa 4'msta c 'I see the people.' 
(isee'-them!I PROX 'people' ART) 

where the deiotics ti,,, tx signal a singular referent Patient and wa ••• 0 

s~nal a plural Patient. 9 

'lbis dirterence is continued when a referential suffix is copied into 

a Ccilmaent. See 

xxxiv quo' ai.-io 'I all gOing to wash his toot/teet.' 

xxxv quc'ai-tio 'I am going to wash their feet.' 

xxxvi quc' ai.-io ti pakayala tx 'I am going to wash the box.' 

xxxvii quc'ai.-io 'wa pakayala c 'I am going to wash the boxes.' 
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where (xxxiv) and (XI1Y) deilonstrate that even when geniti .... oolV'1nl 

ooours with leX1oai:lteJu reterring to animate beings and bod1' parts, 

singular and plural are d1.8t1nguished tor the posse.sor ot the reterent. 

Foru (xxxvi) and (XXD1.i) illu.trate that the distinction i. not _de 

when clas.itier. are copied into the CGmlent. 

4.0 Conclusion 

From Figure 1 ..... that the anatOJdcal lexical suttixes and non

anatc.1oallex1cal suttixes .hare fOUl' characteristic syntactic behanor 

patterns. u a .. t tJ.7 differ trca -totv-s and cla.sitiers chiefly b7 

their one-to-one suftix.retwent relationship. the tact that alter appli

oation ot LUICAL SUFFIX COPt, their reterents are obligatorily deleted, 

and the toraation ot reterents. with !s!!l and .l!!. Earlier we alluded to 

the.. qntaetio phena.ena as retl.eottng the complete coPYing ot the .... ntio 

content ot thaD reterent. by' suftixes ot the.. two types. Connr .. ly, ... 

Tined the IlalV'-to-one relationship, the deletion ot referents only in 

anaphoric contexts within the discoarse. and the total prohibition on 

tOl"lling reterents with ls!i and l!!. to retlect the tact that c1assitiers 

and _tolVlls copied !tot the ocap1ete .. antic content ot their _1 tip1.e 

reterents, bu.t onl;r a ,.lient teature cOlllDon to all reterents aSBOOiated 

with aD7 gi .... n· nttix. We beli .... e it is the .. untic teatuN (t Salient] 

that 1.8 pU't ot tbe'pecitioation ot (..a.terential] lexical ite .. whioh 

explaina tbI oc.llon behaTio.r ot u.tc.ical and non-ana teaical lexical 

suft1D. on the one hand and that ot classUiers and _tollJllS on the other. 



SUffix. MaJdatoPy Rererent Beferent 
Gera1ute 

. 'DdJtd 
Retererat Referent oorata1ras with lid- Plural ... ~_l- Adjuot 
1.1 Deletion .ffix or 'e- ooPTlni o,jeot ••• t un Copyillg 

.AnatcM1oa1 
t.rloal + +' + + + + + + 
SIlfttDs 

.. -
lIon-u,ato.-
loal ln10ai + + + + -
SIlff1Ds 

HetOl\Jlls - - + + --
Classitiers + -
Figure 1. Saur:r of syntactic behavior associated with various referential suffix types. '+' 

indicates that plIenoaena of heading is a1wa,.s charaoteristic of the suffix type, '-' 

inlioates that it is neyer oharacteristio, and 't' indioates ·that the pbencaenon" 

B.D. eharaeU.tstic of aU Mllbers of the suffix type. 
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Lexical items marked [+ Salient) will have associated classifiers or 

metonymic suffixes, those marked [- Salient] will have associated lexical 

suffixes. 

The differential behavior of anatomical lexical suffixes and non

anatomical lexical suffixes with regard to genitive copying, s- nom1nali

Bation. A.djunct copying, and the plural number of third person objects in 

the SUbject-Object pronominal suffixes appears to be-related to a semantic 

feature [± Body Part]. This same feature can be used to explain the 

differential behavior of metonyms and classifiers with regard to genitive 

copying. It also serves to indicate the etymological relationship between 

metoJl3l1s and anatomical lexical suffixes. 

4.1 Definitions 

we can now define our referential suffix types in terms of the s,yn

tactic and semantic features of their referents. An anatomical lexical 

suffix is one whose referent is marked [+Referential), [-Salient] and 

[+Baqy part]. A non-anatomical lexical suffix is one whose referent is 

marked [+ Referential]. [- Salient). and [- Body part]. A metonymic suffix 

is one whose referents are marked [+ Referential], [+ Salient]. and [+Body 

part]. A classifier is an affix whose referents are marked [+ Referential]. 

[+ Salient], and [- Body part]. In addition to these semantic features, the 

lexical items associated with classifiers and metonyms -- those marked 

[+ SalientJ-- will have the particular salient feature specified in the 

lexical entry. 
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4.2 . axical entries 

To illustrate the lexical entries of referents of the various reterential 

sutt1xes"We have chosen a set ot lexical items, whose associated suffixes 

are homophonous • 

. 'pole' 'bottom' 'buttocks' 'seat' 

/iJAta/ /kuiaX/ /?uc'aXI 11amataXl 

+ Reterenttal + Reterential + Referential + Reterential 
+ Salient - Salient - Salient + Salient 
long object - Body part + Body Part relation with 
- Bod:r part 'buttocks' 

+Body part 

-aX -aX -.!! -!! - -
we believe these teature specifications of lexical items also help 

to explain some apparent inconsistencies in our data, notably those where 

a s1bgle lexical item has difterent referential suffixes associated with 

it. 'D1e paradigm example is 'tooth' where for the majority of ca .. s where 

IRXICAL SUFFIX COP! applies, the anatomical lexical suffix -&galie appears 

as .• J.a!ayagalio 'toothache', 1ioagalicm- • to brush one's teeth' and 

ok,v!!9alio- 'to pll1 a tooth'. But, suoh forms as DlUSaX S 110a S. 

'tour teeth' also occurred. It appears that the specification [-tB~ part] 

depends on an actual oonnection or continuing association with the b~. 

'!'be above eXUlple -- 'four teeth '-- was obtained with reference to teeth 

no longer in the mouth. Apparently, a speaker can not refer to bod1' parts 

whose connection bas been discontinued as. body parts, but only bY' their 

salient feature, here the teeth as long objects. 

• • 
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APPENDIX 

A 

Non-anatomical lexical suffixes 

1. -als 

2. -ank 

). -ink 

4. -an 

S. -alllX 

'wall' kulals 'wall of house or container'. Usual13 non-

specifio as to orientation, but, if tront and back walls 

specified, then -!!! refers to 'side· walls.' '!his suffix 

co-occurs with the prefix D!!,- the combination meaning 'inside 

of container or house'. The nominal referent of the combined 

form is 1asals which in addition to the above meanings also 

means 'ceiling'. 1asals- is also a locative meaning 'to be 

inside. ' 

't:ront' 'a sank- 'to be located directly in t:ront.' Nominal 

fo1"lll n8wr obtained, but see skuiank/ skuiuiank 'abdClllen' • 

'side " 'aside' Both nominal and locative forms with leuil 

kuiink 'side of ladder, tree trunk, totem pole, etc.' and 

kuiank- 'to be next to', 'alongside'. Locative formed with 

'!! bas specialised meaning' 1asank- 'to be in tront, but 

ott to one side.' 

'oorner','angle' Both nominal and locative fOl'lll8d with 'as I -
,!.!,!!! 'corner' and ?asan- 'to be in a corner.' 

• one side of valley floor divided by body of wa tar.' Both 

nODt1nal and locative formed with l!.!.1 ?asalmx 'one side of 

of valley floor.' and 'la,almx- • to be on one side of valley 

floor. ' 



6. -iq 

7. -axl 

8. -ixl 

1 9. -ik 

2 
10. -ik 

J 11. -ik 

'bottom' kuiiq 'exterior bottom' J ?asag 'bottom of 

container/canoe.' cr. 1!!,!!- 'to be located on the bottom.' 

'bottom' 1asiX- 'to be located on the bottom.' 

'behind • kuiix' area behind house'. This suffix like the 
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previous one appears chiefly in complex forms as a secondary 

suffix. Cf. kuliXals 'rear wall'. 

'top surface' kuiik 'top surface(flat)' often used to 

refer to roof, table top of box top. This suffix does not 

have locative formed with T!.!.. 

'inside .• container' This suffix generally occurs with 

the :pl"efix !!!:. (see -!!!.) i.e., 00- ••• -ik. The nominal 

referent is 'asile 'insides' -
'middle,' J 'median line' Nominal and locative formed with 1!.!.1 

1as1k • the IIliddle' and ?asik- 'to be in the middle.' 

'capitol' kui!gW 'top end of object with long axis 

of vertical orientation.' Nominal formed with 1.!.!. , i.e. 

?as!gW had specialized meaning 'tree top' for FW. 

'bead' ku~Ixw 'head of bed, valley, river etc.' Perhaps 

'distal or top end of long horizontal axis.' Locative formed 

-w 
with 7asl To!!!! - 'to be at head of river, etc.' MS and FW have 

-w nominal torm?!.U:! 'smoke hole in longhouse·. 

14. -us/-us 'tront or facing surfaoa' kuius 'front surface of object' 

'end of box, etc. facing speaker.' No locatives in simple 

ferms. Nominals tormed with T!!. have specialized meanings I 

1.!!ii!. 'tront wall ot house' (FW) and Tasus 'tace of totem pole.' 

(CS). 
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1.5. -uc 

16. --uc 

18. -ulmx 

19. -Us 

20. -nk 

'entrance' ?asuc 'doorway.entrance' (MS,CS). but 

'entire house tront' (FW). 

'rim','brim','edge' ku!uc 'rim','brim','edge'. ?asuc 

'house front, including porch' (CS,MS), but just 'porch' 

(FW). 

'exterior' ku!u! 'exterior of an object'. 

'floor, ground, land' ku!u1mx 'floor', ground: 'earth', 

'land', valley floor undivided by river. ' 

'terminus'. 'point' ku!lXs 'end of object, usually one 

with long axis', also 'point of knife t etc.' Sporadically, 

the form ku!lgs contrasts with the above to differentiate 

'terminus' from 'point', but usage is not consistent. 

'base' kuink 'base of object usually with a long 

axis'. This t-Orlll also used to refer to the non-operative 

end. of implements such as the handle end of an ax, adze, 

or knife, the feather end of an arrow, or the non-pointed 

end of a pencil or pen. Locative is formed with 1asl '!!!!k

'to be located at the base.' 

21. -sax .l~ 'flat part of valley'; 'tidal flats' ?assil 'flat of 

valley'. ?assix- 'to be on valley flat or on tide flats.' 

22. _txW10 'inside house/building' Both nominal and locative tonaed 

';LQ 
23. -qa 

with 1asl 1astxW 'inside of house' and 1astxW- 'to be inside.' 

'outside' ?asga 'outside a house',i.e., the space 

outside. ?asqa- 'to be outside.' 



Classifiers 

1. -a~ 

2. -aX 

3. -aXikt 

4. -ikt 

5. -i~ 

6. -u~ 

-7. -u~ 

8. -a?~ 

III 

APPENDIX 

B 

'container', 'conveyances' maskaiiks 'H.m many containers?' 

msai 'four containers'. 

'long object' maskaXiks 'How many long objects?' 

wsaX 'four long objects'. 

'long, flat object' maskaXiktiks 'How many long, flat objects?' 

mUsaXikt 'four long. flat ob jects. ' 

'flat object' maskiktiks 'How many flat objects?' 

mUsikt 'four flat objects.'. 

'hoop-like objects' maskiiiks 'How many rings, hoops, etc. l' 

msii 'four hoop-like objects. f 

'building • ; 'house' maskuiiks • How many houses, etc.?' 

mUsui 'four buildings. I 

'three dimensional ob jec ts '; • round', ' spherical' Refers with 

appropriate referent to balls, spheres of all kinds, fruit, 

bread, rocks, some tools, bundles, bee hives, etc. maskUiiks 

'How many spherical, etc. objects?' mUsUi 'four spherical 

objects. • 

'paddle-shaped object' Obtained onlY once from CS with reference 

to paddle-shaped stirrer used in oolichan renderiftg. In wbse-

quemt attempts to elicit this suffix, CS used -!!s,. 
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APPENDIX 

c 

Quantifier. suffixes 

-1. -am 'times' maskamiks tHow many times?' musam 'four times.' 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

1. 

8. 

This suffix also occurs in a number of complex quantifiers 

which are used with numbers for measuring length, distance 

and duration. Cf. 

a) -amal 'distance in feet' musamal 'four feet' 

b) -amalai, -'paaes' mUsamalal 'four paces.' Also -aXamal 

c) -alam '_ dqs (time or duration) musalam 'for four days.' 

d) -t). 'uk 'am 
, 

months' must), 'uk 'am 'for four months. ' 

e) -slanXWam , years' - 'for four years. ' 

f) -aXalam '_ days' travel' mUsaXalam 'four day trip.' 

g) -t). 'uk'alam months' travel' mU-8j;6 'uk'alam 'tour month trip.' 

h) -slanXwalam • year travel' mUsslanr'alam • four year trip.' -
i) -alam 

, 
containers' tul1' mUsalam. 'four spoonfuls, etc. ' 

-alus 'pieces' maska1us1ks 'How many pieces?' 

-aX 'days/nights' maskaliks t How many days 'I , 

-aq'ws 'holes' maskag'wsiks 'How many holes?' 

-aliXt • connections • maska1.8Itiks 'How many connections?' 

-aU 'hundreds' maskalXiks 'How many hundreds?' (MI) 

- 11 -alul 'lengths' maskaliiliks 'How long?; How many lengths?' 

-u'll 'dollars' masku?iiks 'How many dollars?' Ob,tained once 

from CS. 



9. -t'q 

10. W 
-k' p 

11. -1"4'uk' 

12. -slant' 

13. -ao 

14. nu-
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'spans' mat'g 'one span' 

'fathoMS' mak'W:e 'one fathom' 

'months' mUs!6 'uk' 'four months' 

'years' maslanXw 'one year.' 

'animate beings' maskaoks 'How many animate beings?' 

-DlUsao 'four animate beings.' This is really the third person 

plural Subject pronominal suffix. It f'urtmr illustrates the 

point made in section 3.3 where it was claimed that the 

p1'l1ral number of the third person is restricted to lexical 

items ftferring to animate beings. Four unclassified 

inanimates would have the form MUS. wa '" c and the 

quantitive interrogative would be maskiks 'How many 

unclassified inanimate objects?' 

'humans' numaskaoks • How many humans?' n'Wlriisao' four 

humans. • 
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NOTES 

The l'esun" whose results appear in this paper wa.s supported in 

part by the following grants. Canada Council Grant 572-0958, Canada 

Council Grant 573-191), Rice University Research Grant, National Science 

Foundation Grant 

Fraser University. 

1 

2 

May M. F..del (1939). 

Glady's A Reichard (1938). 

and a President's Research Grant, Simon 

3 Hans Vogt (1940). 

4 
Presently 'lexioal suft1xes' 1s the most common name for these suffixes. 

For an arrq of definitions of. Kinkade (1963), Hess (1967), Newman (1968) I 

Pidgeon (1970), carlson (1972), Mattina (1973), Tholllpson and Thompson (1973), 

and, for the clearest explication, Raffo (1972). 

5 
The nOillinalising derivational suffixess -5 'person,people', -.9l/-~ 

'tool,imple.nt', and -i2 'tree,bush' are excluded from this set of 

referential atfixes. It appears that the forms to which these suffixes 

are affixed are usually aotion verbal roots such as. paint, carve, dance, 

sing, etc. and the renl tant stell is always marked [+N]. In Saunders and 

Davis (197'Jb) ..... treated the derivation of body' part nominals in the syntaotic 

oc:aponent and it is possible that these nffixes are added to action Comaents 

via a oopying %"Ule where the underlying structure is a relative clause. 

On the other band,. these affixes do not exhibit the range of copying 



functions of referential suffixes. They are restricted to Agent cop,ying 

and as we stated earlier onl1 with aotion verbal Comments. 

Another set ot suffixes excluded from the referential suffixes are 

listed in the Appendix under the heading Quantifiers. Members of this 

set have not been exhaustively investigated. but it appears that they 

usually occur with quant1~I-t~Coments. A number of these 'quantifiers' 

appear to have no independent referents. They occur always bound to a 

numeral in lexical items marked [+N]. 

6 
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Cf. Davis and Saunders (197318) for the discussion concerning the marking 

of lexical items as [t N]. The characterization of these lexical ite •• as 

exhibiting tixed gender occurs in Davis and Saunders (1974). 

7 
We consider the elemental underlying structure of all Bella Coo1a 

uterrances to be of the torm s . 

s 

COlllll8nt Topic Adjunct 

~ ~ 
Agent Patient prep Cbject 

where Patient under Topic and Adjunct under S are optional. Discussion 

ot the basis of this particular structure as the elemental underlying 

one are to be found in Saunders~ Davis (1974b). 

8 
Several remarks are pertinent here. First, not all forms with 1s!!i reter 

to concrete objeots,e.g. kulink- 'to be alongside/next to s.t.' and not 

all torma with 1!.!, are locatives,e.g. 1as1k 'the middle.' Where pairs 

of referents,-one formed with kui, the other with 1!,!.- occur, the difference 

is usually, but not always objeot.locative. Sapir (1911.19) noted the 

presence ot several similar stems in Nootka and Kwakiutl which he termed 

I . 
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• empty stems' their function appa:rantly to join with lexical suffixes 

to form nominals. Kinkade (1967) treated a series of analogous forms 

in Upper Chehalis as essentially prefix-suffix compounds, entirely lacking 

a root or stem. In Bella Coola, ~ appears to be devoid of semantic 

content. Whatever semantic content forms with it have is completely 

dependent on the lexical suffixes which occur with it. the root kBi

is r~stricted to occurrances with lexical suffixes. The locative 1!!

occurs with yet another group of suffixes, the pos1tionals such as 

?asnalus- 'to be between,' as well as lexical suffixes. 

9 ~c 
The deictics signal more than number. Cf. Davis and Saunders (1971). 

10 
These suffixes may be positional suffixes rather than non-anatomical 

pO~'iJ2.'?t; 4 
lexical suffixes. They do not~range of copying functions as the others. 

For example, none of them may occur with quantitives or qualltives. 

11 
This suffix or a homophonous suffix is used very much as a non-

anatomical lexical suffix referring to 'ropes' and 'canoes. It differs 

from other non-anatomical lexical suffixes, if that is what it iS t in 

that it that, it does not have a unique referent - refers to both rope 

and canoe- and by the fact that neither of its referents is formed with 

~ or l!!. It looks very much like a metonymic suffix, but one etymologically 

derived from a quantifier. 
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